
 

 

e Mind Behind the Decisions 

Mark Nulty is the mind behind the Four Horsemen. 

This is his 1998 Analysis Draft team and the reasoning for the selections made. 

 

QB: Young Aikman 

RB: Martin Dunn Hanspard Haynes 

WR: Rice Thigpen FSanders 

WR: Alexander Kennison Mayes 

TE: DJones LaFleur 

PK: Elam Mare 

Pick Player NFL Analysis 

1.05 RB Curtis 

Martin 
 

If it hadn't been for Emmitt Smith, Curtis Martin might have been the the 

biggest disappointment at RB last season. 

There are four backs I have on this plateau. I tried to trade down, but couldn't 

find an offer that would ensure me I would stay on this plateau. 

Of the four, I feel that Martin has the biggest upside. 1) He is reunited with 

the coach that made him a star in New England. The Jets will probably lead 

the league in rushing attempts, and Martin may have the most carries in the 

league. 2) He can void the rest of his contract after this season. This gives 

him the incentive to have a monster year. 3) I feel his first two years in the 

league were more indicative of his ability than last year. 

I am worried about the Jets offensive line. But I feel there is a question about 

the other backs available as well. 
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2.08 RB Jerry 

Rice 
 

Is it just me or was the top 20 or so players deeper than they were last year? 

I don't have to convince you that Jerry Rice will put up numbers if he's 

healthy. Even with the concerns about the 49ers (injury prone, aging Steve 

Young; questionable offensive line, emergence of other receiving targets) 

Rice can do the 11 TDs and 1340 yards I'm projecting. 

The question is can he recover from the cracked kneecap. Reports say he is 

on schedule and I'm betting on Rice's legendary work reputation to be 100% 

and in great shape on opening day. 

TRADE . 

 

Four Horsemen | Nulty's 3.05 (current) + 5.05 for El Nino | Caplan's 3.07 (via 

Thunderbolts) + 5.04 

Simply put, there are too many people that I like here not to try and get 

something to move down. I didn't want to move all the way out of the third, 

but one of the players I have at this plateau is guaranteed to be there. 

In fact, depending on who the Destroyers take at 3/6, I would consider 

moving down even further. 

3.07 RB Warrick 

Dunn 
 

This is a tough decision. Do you take the best player left at a scarce position 

or do you take the best overall player left on the board? 

There are some guys at other positions that may be better players still 

available, but the opportunity to take a Pro Bowl running back that had 1430 

combined yards and is going into his second year is too much to resist. 

I understand the concerns about Dunn splitting time with Alstott. But even 

with Alstott also having a Pro Bowl season, Dunn was still good for 968 

yards rushing yards receding. He is terrific coming out of the backfield as his 

462 yards receiving indicate. He is one of the three most explosive backs in 

the NFL and can score from anywhere on the field on any play. 

There is reason to believe that he will improve on the stats that ranked him 

13th among running backs in FanEx last year. 

1) The Bucs have added a legitimate blocking fullback in Lorenzo Neal. 2) 

Last year, the Bucs gave two rookies significant playing time on the 

offensive line. With a year of seasoning, expect the line to get better. 3) Bert 

Emanuel and Jaquez Green improves last year's receiving corp significantly. 

Defense won't be able to cheat the run as much. 

I think 1400 combined yards and 8 TDs are realistic projections for Dunn. 

TRADE . 

 

Candy Bones | Kadlec trade 3.09 (current) + 8.04 for Four Horsemen | Nulty 

4.08 + 6.08 

When I got to my pick at 3/5, there were four players I had at the plateau of 

best remaining. I took Warrick Dunn and was happy that I got the best 

available running back left. 

I figured I would get the quarterback I want, Steve McNair, in the fourth 

round. Well.... McNair goes the pick right after Dunn. So now, my pick in 



the fourth round will not be any of the players I have left at this plateau and I 

certainly won't get McNair. 

So I gave up a sixth for an eight to move into another pick in the third round. 

I was just too tempted by the quality players left at this level not to make the 

move. 

If I'm right and the other two guys I like here are gone, this is a good trade. If 

either (and I'll let you know after the dust settles) would have landed at 4/8, 

this is a bad deal. 

3.09 QB Steve 

Young 
 

If McNair was still on the board, I would have taken one of the other players 

I have at this plateau. Steve Young is absolutely on the downside of his 

career. He is an injury risk playing behind a mediocre-at-best offensive line. 

Last year, he was fairly healthy and only had a total of 21 touchdowns. 

But Young is the only player left that has the potential to explode for 30+ 

total touchdowns. Jerry Rice is back and the 49ers plan on opening up the 

offense. 

Simply put, this is the best player left on the board. 

5.04 WR Yancy 

Thigpen 
 

I actually planned on using my fourth round pick on Steve McNair. Then 

McNair goes in the third in the pick before the Candy Bones. When McNair 

was off the board, I decided to make the trade up to get Steve Young. 

If I can't take McNair, who I expect to blossom into a top 5 quarterback this 

season, I'll settle for his favorite target. 

First, about Thigpen's foot injury. As it turns out, the reason the recovery was 

going slow was that a screw they had inserted in his foot had come loose. 

The simple medical problem has been corrected and he is expected to be 100 

percent by opening day. 

He excelled in an offense that featured a young, mobile quarterback with a 

cannon arm backed by a strong running game in Pittsburgh. There is no 

reason to expect he won't repeat his 1300 yards and 7 TDs in Tennessee. The 

only downside is there a history of high profile receivers having adjustment 

problems their first year changing teams. But McNair and Thigpen is a 

perfect match. 

A lot of talented players at receiver left on the board, but I feel Thigpen has 

the biggest upside. 

7.05 WR Frank 

Sanders 
 

Boy, I hope Jake Plummer wasn't a mirage last year. 

All the lead receivers are long gone. Of the top second receivers, this is the 

best available pick. 

Overall last year, Sanders had a decent year, with his 4 touchdowns and 1017 

yards good for 25th place. But the bulk of those numbers came after the 

Cards turned the reins over to Plummer. He put up 496 yards and 3 TDs in 

the last six weeks of the season, once Plummer got on a roll. 



Rob Moore is usually Plummer's first look. But Sanders is coming into his 

third year, when a lot of receivers emerge. If Plummer can keep the air show 

going, a 6 TD, 1100 yards is well within reach and has the potential for even 

bigger numbers. 

8.04 WR Derrick 

Alexander 
 

Simply put, this is the best player left on the board. 

I would rather have a backup quarterback or backup runningback here, but 

Derrick Alexander is just too good of a player to pass up in the eighth round. 

You're always a little leery whenever you draft a receiver switching teams. 

But I belive the Chiefs offense will open this season with the depature of 

conservative Paul Hackett. Alexander has an underrated quarterback in Elvis 

Grbac throwing to him. Andre Rison, Tony Gonzalez, and Donnell Bennett 

provide and excellent supporting cast to make sure Alexander sees lots of 

single coverage. 

Alexander has the potential to equal last year's 9 TDs and 1009 yards. 

8.08 QB Troy 

Aikman 
 

Actually, I'm really drafting Chan Gailey here. If Switzer had somehow 

survived to coach again this season, I wouldn't have touched Aikman or any 

other Dallas player with the proverbial 10-foot pole. 

The downside here is that there are still some serious questions on the 

Cowboys offense: Who is going to be the number two receiver? Is Clay 

Shiver an NFL center? 

The upside is Gailey. Reports have it that he and Aikman have really hit it 

off and Aikman is in the best spirits he has been in since Jimmy Johnson left. 

They experimented with the shotgun in minicamp (that's the football 

formation, not what Barry Switzer was taking through the airport) and 

Aikman said he liked it. The rest of the team has responded positively as 

well. Maybe it's Gailey, maybe it's Jerry Jones swearing the wrath of God if 

certain players don't work harder after last season, but this team is showing 

signs of an attitude change. Can you believe that Nate Newton recently 

weighed in at 280? They are actually telling Nate he has to gain weight 

before training camp. 

This is no longer a dominant running team complimented by Aikman and 

company keeping the defense honest. Emmitt isn't Emmitt anymore and the 

offensive line has gone from being the best in football to below average. I 

know the Steelers were masters of smashmouth football when Gailey was the 

offensive coordinator, but he was also one of the most innovative minds in 

the league. He came up with the 5-receiver set that keyed the Steelers going 

to the Super Bowl in 95. He came up with all those weird formations that 

took advantage of Kordell Stewart's unique talents. 

The question is does he have the talent to implement new schemes? Michael 

Irvin is still one of the best wide receivers in the league, even though he can 

now be single covered by the upper ecehlon cornerbacks. David LeFleur 

received Aikman's vote of approval before the draft and during training camp 

last year. He could emerge. Emmitt Smith and Chris Warren will keep the 

running game serviceable. 



The days are over when the Cowboys are going to challenge for a Super 

Bowl title. But there is still more talent than last year's horrible finish 

showed. Look for Dallas to go 9-7 and get a wildcard. Chan Gailey will be 

the difference and Aikman will be the leading benafactor. 

9.05 RB Byron 

Hanspard 
 

Jamal Anderson rushes for 999 yards, gains 1283 total yards and scores 10 

times this season. He finished eighth among RBs in FanEx. 

RBs are going faster in this draft subpeonas in the Bill Clinton investigation, 

yet Anderson lasts until the sixth round. Byron Hanspard is the reason. 

This is one of the most explosive players in the NFL. He would probably 

start for New England, Miami, Baltimore, Kansas City, Philadelphia, and St. 

Louis. He would challenge for the spot with the Giants, Arizona, 

Jacksonville, San Diego and New Orleans. 

He will get carries in Atlanta. He plays for a team that wants to lead the 

league in rushing attempts and has an above average offensive line. 

10.08 TE Damon 

Jones 
 

Nobody is sliding this year. 

Compare the 10th round this year to the 10th round last year and 1996. The 

talent pool has significantly dried up. Last year in the 10th round there were 

still NFL clubs' number one receivers, RBs you knew were going to get 

significant carries and quality quarterbacks still left on the board. 

Owners were fairly comfortable they were going to contributions from guys 

like Warrick Dunn, Corey Dillon, Marcus Allen, Leeland McElroy, Horace 

Copeland, Kordell Stewart and Neil O'Donnell. 

This year in the 10th round we have owners taking shots in the dark like 

Randy Moss, Bam Morris and Ki-Jana Carter. Now, add Damon Jones to the 

list. 

Jones is an Eric Green clone. He's incredibly mobile for 287 pounds and has 

hands Rickey Dudley dreams about. He goes in the fifth round because he 

was kicked off the Michigan team for trouble. When the Jags made a run at 

Denver in last year's playoff game, Jones appeared uncoverable. 

Jones has thrived in Tom Coughlin's disciplined enviornment. He came on at 

the end of last year with a couple of touchdowns. This offseason he appears 

to have grown up. Jaguar coaches have raved about his maturity and work 

ethic. 

I realize he will share time with Pete Michell, but a mature, dedicated Jones 

just has two much physical ability not to be a factor. 

11.05 WR Eddie 

Kennison 
 

I have always hated guys that go, "I can't believe this guy is still on the 

board." The implication being "I am so much smarter than everybody else." 

So let me just say, I am surprised how far Kennison has fallen. And when 

you take a look at the players that have been picked ahead of him and why, 

it's even more mind boggling. 

You mean Mikhael Ricks, Charlie Jones, Darnay Scott and Torrance Small 



have more upside than Eddie Kennison? Wasn't it just this time last year that 

Kennison was being touted as a potential superstar and a steal in the third and 

fourth rounds? Wasn't it two seasons ago that Kennison has 11 total TDs and 

9 receiving as a rookie with a 17.2 yard average per catch? 

See what happens you score 0 touchdowns? 

Of course, Kennison was playing hurt a lot of last year and didn't respond 

well when the Rams' alleged offense fell apart around him. When Isaac 

Bruce wasn't in the lineup, Kennison didn't handle double teams well. 

Kennison never seemed to get any momentum after recovering from a 

hamstring pull. 

But even with all those problems, he had a 16.2 yard per catch average, 

including a 76-yarder. He still must be worth something. The Bears wanted 

to trade for him and the Rams didn't want to let him go in a package that 

could have brought St. Louis the player they wanted in the draft, Curtis Enis. 

A lot ifs here, but they are all very plausible.... If Kennison can stay healthy, 

If Bruce can stay healthy, If Orlando Pace and the rest of the offensive line 

develop to give Tony Banks time to throw, If Banks develops into the 

quarterback he teased his rookie year.... Kennison can be a dominant player 

12.06 PK Jason 

Elam 
 

Now, that I have all my starters and backup depth everywhere other than 

tight end, I can start to think about kickers. 

This year is rare in that no kicker is being touted as "a can't miss prospect 

worth going in the top 50." With no exceptions, kickers are going where they 

should go. 

Jason Elam was the "kicker worth an early round selection" a few years ago. 

Of course, like all overhyped kickers, he fell short. But he is still one of the 

premiere kickers in the league. He has scored over 100 points a year every 

year since 1993 and has averaged 121 points a year. He has the big leg to get 

the occasional bonus points and the Broncos offense will get him plenty of 

opportunities. 

13.05 WR Derrick 

Mayes 
 

The Al Gore of professional football. 

Derrick Mayes is a heartbeat away from being a top-20 fantasy football 

receiver. If anything happens to either Antonio Freeman and Robert Brooks, 

Mayes has the talent and ability to step right in to average 70+ yards a week 

and a TD every other game. And both Brooks and Freeman have historys of 

missing time, especially Brooks. 

Even as the number three receiver, the Packers' passing game has enough 

yards and TDs to give Mayes some decent numbers. 

14.08 TE David 

LeFleur 
 

Either LeFleur or earlier pick Damon Jones better step up or there will be a 

gaping hole at tight end. Both are second year players with a lot of potential 

that need to prove they can step up to be consistent producers. 

Expect LeFleur to beat out Eric Bjornson for the starting TE slot and develop 

into the player the Cowboys drafted in the first round. LeFleur has excelled 

in minicamp and new Dallas head coach Chan Gailey is already talking about 



wanting to feature him. Tight ends on Gailey's team have a history of putting 

up good numbers. 

Troy Aikman worked LeFleur out last year and while he denys making the 

pick, the Cowboys at least partially made the selection based on Aikman's 

endorsement. Aikman also talked about how exciting it was to see him 

develop. 

LeFleur has excellent size and is a good blocker to be on the field at all 

times. That's actually a concern, because you don't want to see your tight end 

being kept in to block. LeFleur has excellent physical tools. He will play for 

a coach that has a history of using tight ends. He will play for a quarterback 

that loves using the tight end, that all but hand picked him. 

15.05 PK Olindo 

Mare 
 

If this was a normal draft I would have taken Jesse Haynes/RB/Chiefs or 

Sedrick Shaw/RB/Patriots. But since the analysis draft rules say that we have 

to take a certain number of players at a certain postion, I will wait to take on 

of those players in the 16th round because all the other owners have drafted 

their quota of running backs. The same back I would take now, I will get in 

the 16th round. 

I am drafting Jimmy Johnson as my kicker. If you take a look at the kickers 

that have played for Johnson, and he goes through kickers like Larry King 

goes through wives, you will see that all of them are among the lead leaders 

in points scored at the end of the year. 

At one point, the Cowboys had 5 difference kickers in 5 years for a variety of 

reasons. One of Johnson's first moves when he came to Miami was to unload 

Pete Stoyanovich's big salary. Johnson likes young, cheap kickers that won't 

beat him. Fortunately for Mare, he fits that bill. 

Mare's kickoffs were in the top 25 percent of the league last year, meaning 

that he isn't a detriment to Johnson's field position game. His 78 percent 

accuracy means he won't cost the Dolphins and games because of mistakes. 

He's only in his second year so he isn't a burden on the Dolphins salary cap. 

Since Mare won't get cut, Jimmy Johnson will make sure he gets enough 

attempts to be in the top 10 in scoring by the end of the year. 

16.08 RB Jesse 

Haynes 
 

The only reason that Haynes is still available in the 16th round of the 

analysis draft is because rules only allow teams to pick four running backs. 

Otherwise, he would have probably gone two or three round earlier. 

If you are looking at taking Haynes as a sleeper in your draft, and he is good 

candidate, I wouldn't let him slip past the 12th round. 

All that is known about the Chiefs running back situation is that it won't be 

Marcus Allen or Greg Hill. 

Donnell Bennett is considered the early favorite to get the bulk of the carries, 

but you get the feeling the Marty Schottenheimer would like to have a 

quicker back. 

The other two candidates are Rashan Sheehee and Jesse Haynes. Marty 

Schottenheimer likes Haynes so much he didn't let Haynes play in any 



preseason games so he could put him on the taxi squad. 

While this situation has running back by committee written all over it, there 

will be enough carries in Kansas City for Haynes if he produces even if he 

doesn't start. 

 


